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By William Shakespeare

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. 3rd ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This major new edition of Shakespeare s greatest tragedy of love argues
that that play is ultimately Juliet s. The play text is expertly edited and the on-page commentary
notes discuss issues of staging, theme, meaning and Shakespeare s use of his sources to give the
reader deep and engaging insights into the play. The richly illustrated introduction looks at the play
s exceptionally beautiful and complex language and focuses on the figure of Juliet as being at its
centre. Rene Weis discusses the plays s critical, stage and film history, including West Side Story and
Baz Luhrmann s seminal film Romeo + Juliet. An authoritative edition from a leading scholar giving
the reader a penetrating and wide-ranging insight into this ever popular play.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to charge too much. You will not sense monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for
regarding when you check with me).
-- Retha  Fr a m i V-- Retha  Fr a m i V

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases and never di icult to understand. I realized this
ebook from my dad and i advised this ebook to learn.
-- Zula  Ha yes-- Zula  Ha yes
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